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Abstract
This paper introduces a framework for screening cargo containers for nuclear material at security stations throughout the United States using knapsack problem, reliability, and Bayesian
probability models. The approach investigates how to define a system alarm given a set of
screening devices, and hence, designs and analyzes next-generation security system architectures. Containers that yield a system alarm undergo secondary screening, where more effective
and intrusive screening devices are used to further examine containers for nuclear and radiological material. It is assumed that there is a budget for performing secondary screening on
containers that yield a system alarm. This paper explores the relationships and tradeoffs between prescreening, secondary screening costs, and the efficacy of radiation detectors. The key
contribution of this analysis is that it provides a risk-based framework for determining how to
define a system alarm for screening cargo containers given limited screening resources. The
analysis suggests that highly accurate prescreening is the most important factor for effective
screening, particularly when screening tests are highly dependent, and that moderately accurate prescreening may not be an improvement over treating all cargo containers the same.
Moreover, it indicates that screening tests with high true alarm rates may mitigate some of the
risk associated with low prescreening intelligence.
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Introduction

Interdicting nuclear material being smuggled into the United States on cargo containers
is an issue of vital national interest, since it is a critical aspect of protecting the United
States from nuclear attacks. Our economic well-being is intrinsically linked with the
success and security of the international trade system, and there are enormous economic
consequences when this security system is compromised. International trade accounts
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for more than thirty percent of the United States economy (Rooney 2005). Ninety-five
percent of international goods that enter the United States come through one of 361
ports, adding up to more than 11.4M containers every year (Fritelli 2005, Rooney 2005,
US DOT 2007). Port security has emerged as a critically important yet vulnerable
component in the homeland security system.
Despite the importance of port security to our nation’s economy, a small proportion
of cargo entering United States ports is inspected for nuclear and radiological material,
since it is expensive to inspect cargo by physically unpacking the containers. Instead,
nearly all cargo containers are screened by less expensive radiation portal monitors
(RPMs) (Lava 2008, Bakir 2009). More advanced screening and inspection technologies,
such as nonintrisive inspection and unpacking containers, are used more sparingly and
are targeted at high-risk containers (US CBP 2007). The Automated Targeting System
(ATS) is used to prescreen each cargo container and classify it as high-risk or lowrisk (Strohm 2006). Although a risk-based approach to cargo screening is part of the
U.S. Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) plan for security, few guidelines are given to
implement and assess such a strategy.
It is difficult to screen many cargo containers as they enter the United States. Screening cargo containers that enter the United States at land border crossings (as opposed
to ports) and those that are transported by trains or barges are particularly difficult
to screen, and hence, are often not screened at all (Parrish 2008, Lava 2008). Cargo
containers can be screened at security stations that are not limited to the points of entry
to the United States or at foreign ports, where most screening is currently performed.
This paper considers such a scenario where security stations are generally located, and
it focuses on the screening operations within a single station. The methodology used in
this paper can be used as part of a diverse security system to intercept nuclear material
at security stations located at truck weigh stations along interstates, loading docks,
train stations, or at ports.
This paper introduces the Container Reliability Knapsack Problem (CRKP), a linear
programming model for using existing screening technologies (e.g., RPMs) to screen
cargo containers at a security station using knapsack problem, reliability, and Bayesian
probability models. Screening occurs at a security station at a specific location (e.g.,
the exit lanes at a single port). The approach determines how to define a system alarm
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and hence, designs and analyzes security system architectures. Containers that yield a
system alarm undergo secondary screening, where more effective inspection methods are
used to further examine containers for nuclear and radiological material. It is assumed
that there is a budget for performing secondary screening on containers that yield a
system alarm. This paper explores the relationships and tradeoffs between prescreening
intelligence, secondary screening costs, and the efficacy of radiation detectors. The key
contribution of this analysis is that it provides a risk-based framework for determining
how to define a system alarm when screening cargo containers given limited secondary
screening resources. A computational example indicates that there are conditions under
which there are no screening differences between high-risk and low-risk containers. The
analysis suggests that limitations in screening technologies can be mitigated in part by
highly effective prescreening intelligence.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review for security
screening problems and research models for interdicting nuclear material. Section 3
introduces parameters and notation used in the models. CRKP is introduced in Section
4, and its structural properties are illustrated in Section 5. A computational example is
analyzed in Section 6. Concluding remarks and directions for future research are given
in Section 7.

2

Background

There is a dearth of research that applies operations research methodologies to detecting
nuclear material in cargo containers. Wein et al. (2007) analyze cargo containers on
truck trailers passing by a series of screening devices (RPMs) at the port of Hong Kong.
They apply queuing theory and optimization to determine the optimal placement and
scanning time for RPMs such that a desired detection probability is achieved. Their
analysis is based on a fixed cost for the total screening budget and variable passing
times for each truck. Wein et al. (2007) focus on the spatial positioning of RPMs in
a security station at a port to improve detection, and they define a system alarm by
optimizing the RPM alarm thresholds. However, they do not consider the effects of
prescreening to identify high-risk cargo containers.
Wein et al. (2006) analyze an 11-layer screening system for containers entering the
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United States by considering a fixed budget and port congestion. They determine an
alternative screening design that allows the weapon placement in the truck to vary and
the detection capabilities of the system to be improved relative to the current design.
Furthermore, they consider the effects of prescreening from ATS and whether a terrorist enrolls in the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) program.
Morton et al. (2007) and Pan (2005) use stochastic network models to detect smugglers
and nuclear material based on paths traversed as part of the Second Line of Defense
program. Bakir (2009) presents a decision tree model to analyze the screening of cargo
containers at commercial truck crossings on the U.S. border with Mexico. They do not
recommend routine screening at such commercial truck crossings. Their results largely
depend on the probability of an attack, and they suggest the need for new RPMs.
Several research papers examine inspection strategies for cargo containers that use
several types of screening tests. Ramirez-Marquez (2008) proposes inspection strategies
of cargo containers that minimize costs of inspection at ports using decision trees. The
strategies involve selecting different sensors that have varying reliability and associated
costs. Using decision trees, a minimum cost inspection strategy is presented that maintains the required detection rate. Additionally, an algorithm for efficiently determining
an optimal solution is included. Note that Ramirez-Marquez (2008) assume that various
sensors screen containers in a selected order, whereas order is not a factor in CRKP.
Moffitt et al. (2005) develops a model using information gap decision making to determine how to inspect a number of targets to shed light on robust decisions. They find
that robustness to protect against a minimum level of the expected utility is not always
monotonic in the number of vessels to inspect, and they recommend developing robust
inspection policies that depend on inspection costs and expected utilities. Boros et al.
(2006) develop a large scale linear programming model to determine how to optimally
inspect cargo containers. Goldberg et al. (2008) expand this work to develop optimal
inspection policies using decision trees and knapsack problem models. They present
a dynamic programming algorithm that enumerates the efficient frontier of inspection
policies in cost-detection space. Kantor and Boros (2007) consider mixed inspection
strategies for determining when to unpack and inspect cargo containers using principles of game theory. Note that none of these efforts explicitly consider the effects of
prescreening to identify high-risk cargo containers.
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Several papers investigate screening paradigms for inspecting aviation passenger baggage for explosives. Although the application is somewhat different than screening
cargo containers for nuclear material, in both domains a risk assessment is performed
(on passengers or containers) and security devices are used to find prohibited items.
In the aviation domain, many of the prohibited items are not likely to pose a threat,
such as lighters and bottles of shampoo, which makes the “threat” subgroup difficult
to define. In the port security domain, a threat is defined more narrowly as weaponsgrade nuclear material, which is highly unlikely to be accidentally placed in a cargo
container. In addition, there are more security layers in the port security domain, with
more information potentially shared between these layers.
McLay et al. (2008) examine risk-based issues in detecting explosives in aviation
security baggage screening models. They examine the tradeoff between intelligence
and screening technology capabilities for aviation baggage security screening systems
using a cost-benefit analysis when there are two types of screening technologies, one for
low-risk baggage and another for high-risk baggage. The more accurate and expensive
baggage screening technology is targeted at passenger baggage classified as high-risk. It
is concluded that more expensive screening technologies are warranted only if effective
prescreening is available. There are several key differences between the model employed
by McLay et al. (2008) and CRKP. First, McLay et al. (2008) evaluate the scenario
where baggage is screened by one of two available types of technology, whereas CRKP
evaluates the scenario when multiple screening devices are used to screen all cargo
containers for nuclear material. Moreover, CRKP assumes that the same screening
devices are used to screen both high-risk and low-risk containers, whereas McLay et al.
(2008) assume that there are two different types of screening technologies available and
that baggage is screened by one of the two available technologies. A third difference
is that CRKP assumes that screening costs are limited whereas McLay et al. (2008)
assess the screening costs but do not limit them.
Kobza and Jacobson (1997) consider the design of security system architectures
using reliability models in the context of aviation security baggage screening systems.
Different objects (aviation bags) can take different paths through the system, and hence,
are screened by varying subsets of screening devices. Their model is analyzed based on
Type I (a false alarm is given) and Type II (a threat is not detected) errors, and it is
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formulated for a series of dependent devices. Kobza and Jacobson (1997) define a system
alarm in one of two possible ways: at least one device alarm signals a system alarm, or
all device alarms signal a system alarm. Their results indicate that multi-device systems
can be more effective than single-device systems, taking into account the probability
of errors by each sub-system. CRKP generalizes this framework by considering system
alarms to be defined more generally as a k-of-n reliability model, where a system alarm
is signaled by at least k of n alarms. Therefore, in CRKP, a system alarm is defined
by the number of devices that yield an alarm response and by classification status (i.e.,
high-risk or low-risk).

3

Screening Framework

In this section, terminology and parameters are introduced for the Container Reliability
Knapsack Problem (CRKP). In CRKP, all cargo containers first undergo prescreening to
classify each cargo container as high-risk or low-risk. Cargo containers enter a security
station to undergo primary screening. It is assumed that each container is on a truck
trailer, although CRKP can be interpreted more generally to screen any types of objects
using dependent screening devices. When a cargo container enters a security station, it is
screened by several sensors. These sensors could be radiation detectors such as RPMs,
which screen each cargo container for radiation that is emitted by nuclear material
such as plutonium and highly enriched uranium (HEU). Sensors can be interpreted
more generally to be any type of screening device or procedure that yields a binary
response. Each sensor yields an alarm or clear response, based on how the sensor
operates and the characteristics of the cargo container. Each truck trailer drives a
cargo container through the security station by all the sensors sequentially, and after
each cargo container is screened, the total number of sensor alarms is known, and based
on this total number of sensor alarms, a system response is given, which allows the
system response to be defined in one of several ways (Kobza and Jacobson 1996, 1997).
The system response has one of two outcomes, either a system alarm is given or the
container is cleared. If the cargo container is cleared, it exits the security station and
continues along its path to its destination. The cargo containers that yield a system
alarm undergo secondary screening. All cargo containers undergo primary screening
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and CRKP is used to determine the subset of these cargo containers that undergo
secondary screening. Note that it has been observed that the costs associated with
secondary screening dominate the costs associated with primary screening (Wein et al.
2007, Bakir 2009).
The parameters for CRKP are classified into two groups: (1) cost and screening
parameters and (2) probability parameters.
(1) Cost and screening parameters
• n = number of sensors in the security station,
• N = number of cargo containers to be screened in the security station,
• B = total secondary screening budget,
• CSS = cost to perform secondary screening on a container,
• β = ratio of high-risk containers that are threats to low-risk containers that are
threats (i.e., β = PT |HR /PT |LR ).
The number of sensors is a deterministic value based on security station operations.
The total number of containers is a deterministic value that represents the number
of cargo containers that pass through a given station in a year, or another period of
time. The budget for secondary screening is a deterministic value based on available
resources, and it can be defined to implicitly capture the costs of delays and congestion.
Note that this budget reflects only the direct cost of secondary screening, and hence,
the additional costs that are incurred by false clears are not assessed against the budget.
The cost to perform secondary screening is a deterministic value based on information
collected and analyzed by Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and CBP. It is in
part based on salaries paid to the employees hired to perform secondary screening. It
is assumed that the cost to perform secondary screening is the same for threats and
nonthreats.
(2) Probability parameters
• PHR (PLR ) = the probability that a cargo container is classified as high-risk (lowrisk),
• PT (PN T ) = the probability that a cargo container is a threat, i.e., contains nuclear
material (non-threat),
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• PkA = the probability that a cargo container yields k alarms (of the n sensors),
k = 0, 1, ..., n,
i
• PA|T
=1 − PNi A|T = the probability that a threat container yields an alarm at

sensor i, i = 1, 2, ..., n,
i
i
• PA|N
T =1 − PN A|N T = the probability that a non-threat container yields an alarm

at sensor i, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
The screening process yields one of four possible outcomes: a true alarm, false clear,
false alarm, or true clear. The probability of these outcomes occurring depends on how
the sensors are operated, as well as the size, type, location, and shielding of the source
for threat containers. If each sensor operates identically, then the single sensor alarm
probabilities for all sensors are PA|T and PA|N T for threat and non-threat containers,
respectively. Each cargo container is classified as high-risk or low-risk, based on a prescreening system such as ATS. The characteristics that determine whether a container
is high-risk or low-risk are classified. The probability that a container is classified as
high-risk is based on the proportion of containers passing through a security station that
are classified as high-risk, once a large number of cargo containers has been evaluated.
The probability that a cargo container is a threat is assessed by personnel within the
DHS based on the perceived threat level. This value is considered highly sensitive and
may change based on changes in national or international situations, intelligence information, or the risk level of the Homeland Security Advisory System. The probability
that a cargo container yields k (of n) alarms depends on how the sensors operate, and
it is assumed to only depend on whether a container is a threat or non-threat.

4

The Container Reliability Knapsack Problem

The objective of CRKP is to determine which high-risk and low-risk containers yield
a system alarm in order to maximize the expected number of threats selected for secondary screening, given the number of alarms from the n sensors and subject to a
screening budget. Although selecting a threat container for secondary screening does
not guarantee that it is detected, procedures for secondary screening, such as unpacking
a cargo container and using non-intrusive inspection technologies, have a high probability of detecting nuclear material. Cargo containers that are not selected for secondary
8

screening are cleared, and hence, there is no chance of interdicting the nuclear material
if it is indeed present.
It is assumed that each container is screened independently of the other containers.
Rather, sensor operation depends only on whether a container is a threat. After each
container is screened by the sensors, the number of alarms is known, and a decision is
made about whether secondary screening is used to screen each container. It is also
assumed that the sensors work the same regardless of whether a container is classified
as high-risk and low-risk.
Decision Variables:
• xkHR = PSS|kA∩HR = fraction of high-risk containers that yield exactly k-of-n
alarms selected to undergo secondary screening,
• xkLR = PSS|kA∩LR = fraction of low-risk containers that yield exactly k-of-n alarms
selected to undergo secondary screening.
The objective function value of CRKP is stated as follows.
max

E[Number of threats selected for secondary screening]
= N P {A threat container is selected for secondary screening}
=N
=N

n
X

(PSS∩T ∩kA∩HR + PSS∩T ∩kA∩LR )

k=0
n ³
X

´

PkA|T ∩HR PHR|T PT PSS|T ∩kA∩HR + PkA|T ∩HR PLR|T PT PSS|T ∩kA∩LR .

k=0

By assumption, PSS|T ∩kA∩HR = xkHR and PSS|T ∩kA∩LR = xkLR , k = 0, 1, ..., n, and
PkA|T ∩HR = PkA|T ∩LR = PkA|T , and therefore, the objective function is rewritten as
max

N PT

n
X

³

´

PkA|T PHR|T xkHR + PLR|T xkLR .

(1)

k=0

Bayes rule can be used to compute PHR|T and PHR|NT ,
PHR|T =

βPHR
,
1 − PHR + βPHR

(2)

PHR − PHR|T PT
.
1 − PT

(3)

PHR|NT =

There is a single budget constraint in CRKP that ensures that the expected number
of containers that undergo secondary screening is less than B/CSS . Using the same
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reasoning as to construct the objective function value (1), the budget constraint is
N

n ³³
X
k=0

´

PkA|T PT PHR|T + PkA|N T PN T PHR|N T xkHR

³

´

´

+ PkA|T PT PLR|T + PkA|N T PN T PLR|N T xkLR ≤ B/CSS .

(4)

CRKP is formulated as a linear programming model, using the objective function
(1), budget constraint (4), and two sets of constraints that set the decision variable
upper and lower bounds, (5) and (6).
0 ≤ xkHR ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, ..., n

(5)

0 ≤ xkLR ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, ..., n.

(6)

In the case when each sensor operates independently and identically with the probability of a single sensor true alarm PA|T and the probability of a single sensor false alarm
k (1−P
n−k and P
n k
n−k using
PA|N T , then PkA|T = Ckn PA|T
A|T )
kA|N T = Ck PA|N T (1−PA|N T )

the Binomial distribution with parameters n and PA|T for threat containers, parameters
n and PA|N T for non-threat containers, and Ckn is the Binomial coefficient.
Note that computing the conditional probability that there are k alarms given that
a container is a threat or non-threat is not trivial if there is dependence between the
sensors, which is likely to hold in practice. Finding these conditional probabilities
can be accomplished by computing the reliability of a k-out-of-n reliability system, in
which the system yields an alarm response if at least k sensors yield an alarm (Koucky
2003). Define the following parameters. The state of the system is defined by the vector
Y = (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn ), where Yi = 1 if sensor i yields an alarm and 0 otherwise.
• R(k,n) = reliability of the k-out-of-n system,
Q

• U (s) = P {

i∈s Yi

= 0} = joint probability of the components of a subset s of the

n sensors (s ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n}),
• S(r) = family of cardinality r-subsets of {1, 2, ..., n},
• Ckn = Binomial coefficient.
The reliability of the system is given by
R(k,n) = 1 −

k−1
X

(−1)i Cin−k+i U(n−k+i+1) ,

i=0
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where U(r) =

P

s∈S(r) U (s)

(Koucky 2003). Then, the probability that there are exactly

k alarms is given by PkA = R(k,n) −R(k+1,n) , k = 0, 1, ..., n−1, with PnA = 1−

Pn−1
k=0

PkA .

Note that the number of alarms can be computed separately for threat and nonthreat
containers, yielding PkA|T and PkA|N T .

5

Structural Properties

This section summarizes the structural properties of CRKP. CRKP is identical to the
linear programming relaxation to the 0-1 Knapsack Problem (KP). In KP, there are m
items with a reward ri and weight wi , i = 1, 2, ..., m, and a knapsack capacity c. The
linear programming relaxation to KP can be solved in O(m) time. The items are sorted
in decreasing order of the ratio of the item reward to weight (i.e., r1 /w1 ≥ r2 /w2 ≥
... ≥ rm /wm ), which is defined as the optimal knapsack sequence. Starting with the first
item, items are greedily inserted into the knapsack in order until there is no remaining
capacity in the knapsack. Therefore, the variables are all one or zero for all items except
Pj

the critical item s (where s = arg minj {

i=1 wi

> c}). KP corresponds to CRKP with

m = 2(n + 1), capacity c = B/CSS , and rewards equal to the expected number of
high-risk and low-risk threat containers that yield k alarms, and weight equal to the
expected number of high-risk and low-risk containers that yield k alarms, k = 0, 1, ..., n.
In CRKP, define the rewards for high-risk and low-risk containers as
k
rHR
= N PT PkA|T PHR|T , k = 0, 1, ..., n,
k
rLR
= N PT PkA|T PLR|T , k = 0, 1, ..., n,

respectively. Likewise, define the weights for high-risk and low-risk containers as
³

´

³

´

k
wHR
= N PkA|T PT PHR|T + PkA|N T PN T PHR|N T , k = 0, 1, ..., n,
k
wLR
= N PkA|T PT PLR|T + PkA|N T PN T PLR|N T , k = 0, 1, ..., n,

respectively. Therefore, CRKP can be rewritten as
max
subject to

n
X

k
k
(rHR
xkHR + rLR
xkLR )

k=0
n
X

k
k
(wHR
xkHR + wLR
xkLR ) ≤ B/CSS

k=0

0 ≤ xkHR ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, ..., n
0 ≤ xkLR ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, ..., n.
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The screening scenario captured by CRKP can be viewed in terms of Bayesian probabilities, with the prescreening risk classification defining the prior probabilities, and
the number of alarms defining the posterior probabilities. The prior probabilities that
high-risk and low-risk cargo containers are a threat are computed using (2) and (3) and
are
βPT
,
1 − PHR + βPHR
PT
= PT |HR /β =
,
1 − PHR + βPHR

PT |HR =
PT |LR
respectively.

The posterior probabilities are the conditional probabilities that a cargo container is
a threat given that it is classified as high-risk (low-risk) and yields k alarms. Theorem
1 defines the posterior probabilities.
Theorem 1 The posterior probabilities PT |kA∩HR and PT |kA∩LR are defined as the ratio
k /w k
k
k
of the CRKP reward to the weight, rHR
HR and rLR /wLR , k = 0, 1, ..., n, respectively.

Proof. First consider high-risk cargo containers. The posterior probability that a highrisk cargo container yielding k alarms is a threat is
PT |kA∩HR =

PT ∩kA∩HR
PT ∩kA∩HR
rk /N
=
= HR
k /N
PkA∩HR
PT ∩kA∩HR + PN T ∩kA∩HR
wHR

The posterior probabilities for low-risk cargo containers are computed in a similar manner. 2
For practical reasons, it is desirable for CRKP to identify containers for secondary
screening that yield more alarms rather than fewer alarms, resulting in a threshold policy. Theorem 2 indicates the conditions under which a high-risk (low-risk) container
yielding more alarms makes it more likely to be selected for secondary screening. Note
that among only high-risk (low-risk) containers, the order that items are put into the
knapsack (i.e., the order in which containers are selected for secondary screening) depends only on how the sensors work together and not on prescreening intelligence, the
underlying probability of a threat, or the proportion of containers classified as high-risk.
Theorem 2 High-risk (low-risk) containers that yield k alarms occur before high-risk
(low-risk) containers that yield k − 1 alarms in the optimal knapsack sequence,
k−1
k
rHR
rHR
≥
k
k−1
wHR
wHR

Ã

k−1
k
rLR
rLR
≥
k
k−1
wLR
wLR
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!

only if
PkA|T
P(k−1)A|T

≥

PkA|N T
P(k−1)A|N T

.

Proof. First, consider the high-risk containers. By definition,
PkA|T PT PHR|T
P(k−1)A|T PT PHR|T
≥
.
PkA|T PT PHR|T + PkA|N T PN T PHR|N T
P(k−1)A|T PT PHR|T + P(k−1)A|N T PN T PHR|N T
Rearranging yields the desired result. The same approach can be taken for the low-risk
containers. 2
Corollary 1 illustrates when the conditions in Theorem 2 hold for the particular
case when each sensor operates independently and identically. It indicates that the
single sensor true alarm probability must be higher than the single sensor false alarm
probability in order for a cargo container yielding k alarms to occur earlier in the optimal
knapsack sequence before a cargo container yielding k − 1 alarms, k = 1, 2, ..., n.
Corollary 1 When sensors alarms are independently and identically distributed with
the probability of a true alarm PA|T and the probability of a false alarm PA|N T , then
k−1
k−1
k
k
rHR
rLR
rHR
rLR
≥
and
≥
k
k−1
k
k−1
wHR
wLR
wHR
wLR

only if PA|T ≥ PA|N T .
Proof. First, consider the high-risk containers. Using Theorem 2, then
PkA|T
P(k−1)A|T

=

k (1 − P n−k )
Ckn PA|T
A|T
n P k−1 (1
Ck−1
A|T

−

n−k+1
PA|T
)

≥

n−k
k
Ckn PA|N
T (1 − PA|N T )
n P k−1 (1
Ck−1
A|N T

−

n−k+1
PA|N
T )

=

PkA|N T
P(k−1)A|N T

.

Rearranging yields
PA|T
PA|N T
≥
,
1 − PA|T
1 − PA|N T
and simplifying yields PA|T ≥ PA|N T . The same approach can be taken for the low-risk
containers. 2
Lemma 1 and Corollaries 2 and 3 quantify the relationships between the CRKP
rewards.
k−1
k−1
k
k
> rLR
only if PkA|T >
Lemma 1 The objective coefficients rHR
> rHR
and rLR

P(k−1)A|T .
Proof. Follows from the objective function. 2
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Corollary 2 When sensors alarms operate independently and identically with the probability of a true alarm PA|T , then PkA|T > P(k−1)A|T only if PA|T >

k
n+1 ,

k = 1, 2, ..., n.

Proof. The number of alarms can be modeled as a Binomial random variable with
parameters n and PA|T . Then
PkA|T =

n!
n!
k
(1−PA|T )n−k >
PA|T
P k−1 (1−PA|T )n−k+1 = P(k−1)A|T
k!(n − k)!
(k − 1)!(n − k + 1)! A|T

and rearranging yields
PA|T >

k
.2
n+1

Corollary 3 When sensors alarms operate independently and identically with the probability of a true alarm PA|T , then PkA|T > P(k−1)A|T for all k = 1, 2, ..., n only if
PA|T >

n
n+1 .

Proof. Follows from Corollary 2. 2
Lemma 2 indicates that the ratio of the rewards for high-risk to low-risk containers is
a constant factor for each k, k = 0, 1, ..., n, that depends only on prescreening intelligence
and the proportion of containers that are classified as high-risk.
Lemma 2 The ratio of rewards for high-risk to low-risk containers is
k
PHR|T
rHR
βPHR
=
,
=
k
PLR|T
1 − PHR
rLR

for k = 0, 1, ..., n.
Proof. Follows from the definition of the rewards, since

6

k
rHR
k
rLR

=

PHR|T
PLR|T

.2

Computational Example and Results

This section reports results for a computational example to assess the theoretical properties of CRKP and to understand the tradeoffs between prescreening intelligence (i.e.,
β), secondary screening costs, and the false alarm and false clear rates associated with
each sensor. The analysis considers two cases. The first case (Case 1) considers cargo
containers on truck trailers that drive by a series of n sensors that are independent and
operate identically. Therefore, the number of alarms for threat containers are modeled
using a Binomial distribution with parameters n and PA|T , and the number of alarms
14

for threat containers are modeled using a Binomial distribution with parameters n and
PA|N T . The second case (Case 2) considers a series of n sensors that have a degree of
dependence between the sensors.
CRKP is analyzed for a single security station over a time horizon of one year.
Table 1 contains the base case input parameters for CRKP, which remain constant
unless otherwise specified. It is assumed that N = 100,000 containers enter the security
station during the time horizon. The probability that a container is a threat is 1/N ,
which was selected such that one threat is expected to pass through the security station.
Five percent of all containers are assumed to be high-risk, which is consistent with what
is reported in the public domain (Robinson et al. 2005, Strohm 2006, Lava 2008, The
Royal Society 2008). The cost of secondary screening is set to CSS = $50 per container,
although this value appears to be highly variable (Wein et al. 2007, Bakir 2009).
In the analysis, the objective function represents the expected number of true alarms.
The expected number of threats in the system is PT N = 1, and hence, 1.0 is an upper
bound on the objective function value for the base case. Define the detection probability
as the conditional probability that a threat is selected for secondary screening. The
detection probability is computed as the objective function value divided by PT N . For
all scenarios considered, CRKP is solved to determine the minimum cost (i.e., level of
the budget) needed to ensure a detection probability of 0.95 (Wein et al. 2007, Levi
2007).
The minimum cost to achieve a detection probability of 0.95 depends on the costs
associated with secondary screening as well as the total number of cargo containers
passing through the security station. The cost of secondary screening depends on many
factors, such as labor, delay, and offsite testing costs. To avoid these factors, the
proportion of containers selected for secondary screening is reported as a proxy for cost.
Therefore, the total cost to achieve a detection probability of 0.95 is rescaled by CSS N
to reflect the proportion of containers that are selected for secondary screening. Let
QSS [DP] denote the proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening in
order to achieve a specified detection probability (DP), with DP= 0.95 for the cases
considered.
Note that CRKP is an instance of the linear programming relaxation to KP, and
hence, there is at most one fractional variable in an optimal solution. A fractional
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variable is interpreted to represent the fraction of containers yielding the particular
number of alarms that is randomly selected for secondary screening. For example,
x4LR = 0.2 is interpreted to mean that a low-risk container yielding four alarms has
a probability of 0.2 of being selected for secondary screening and a probability of 0.8
of being cleared. All other variables are zero (meaning that no containers are selected
for secondary screening) or one (meaning that all containers are selected for secondary
screening).
The value of the prescreening multiplier β determines the probability that a threat
container is classified as high-risk for a given proportion of containers classified as highrisk PHR . It is difficult to estimate β, since there are no known attempts of terrorists
smuggling weapons-grade nuclear material into the United States (IAEA 2007). However, it has been reported that ATS may not be effective in identifying threats (GAO
2006). In the aviation domain, McLay et al. (2008) report that for PHR = 0.05, β = 10
(i.e., PHR|T = 0.34) is realistic and that β = 100 (i.e., PHR|T = 0.84) is an upper bound
for an improved prescreening system. Since β is a function of PHR , it is difficult to
compare scenarios with a given β across different values of PHR . As PHR increases for a
fixed value of β > 1, the ratio of the number of threat containers classified as high-risk
to the number of threat containers classified as low-risk is constant. However, PHR|T
increases as a result of more containers being classified as high-risk, not as a result of
an improvement in prescreening intelligence. To avoid this problem, scenarios with a
fixed value of PHR = 0.05 are compared across different values of β. In this case, PHR|T
increases with β as a result of improvements in prescreening intelligence. Note that β
= 1 corresponds to the random prescreening case. When β = 1, PT |HR = PT |LR , so
screening is random and independent of the risk classification, where a proportion PHR
of cargo containers are randomly classified as high-risk.
The parameters PA|T and PA|N T represent the probability of a single sensor true
alarm and false alarm, respectively. The base case true alarm and false alarm values
used in the analysis are set to 0.7 and 0.05, respectively. The false alarm probability is
set to 0.05 to be consistent with high false alarm rates experienced at ports (Slaughter
et al. 2003, Rooney 2005, The Royal Society 2008). Publicly reported estimates for the
true alarm probability have widely varied, and hence, the true alarm probability is set to
0.7 (Levi 2007, Cochran and McKinzie 2008). Note that Corollary 3 indicates that the
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Table 1: Base case parameter values
Parameter
N
PT
n
PHR
CSS
β
PA|T
PA|N T

Value(s)
100,000
1/N = 0.00001
1, 3, 5
0.05
$50
1, 10, 100
0.7
0.05

true alarm probability should be greater than the false alarm probability when sensors
operate identically and independently, and this is consistent with the parameters used
in this analysis.

6.1

Case 1: Identical and Independent Sensors

In order to assess CRKP, the values of PA|T , PA|N T , and β are varied for the case
when the sensors operate independently and identically. Although there is dependency
between sensors currently used to screen containers for nuclear material, Case 1 assumes
independence to shed light on how to optimally screen cargo containers using multiple
sensors under ideal conditions using next-generation screening technologies with fewer
dependencies. In this case, assume that each sensor is a unique type of screening
technology.
Each cargo container is screened by n = 1, 3, 5 sensors. Each sensor operates independently and identically, with the single sensor true and false alarm probabilities
being 0.7 and 0.05, respectively. Note that under these conditions, the conditions under
Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 are satisfied, and hence, containers that yield more alarms
are selected for secondary screening before containers that yield fewer alarms, which
indicates that the optimal screening policy is a threshold policy. Table 2 shows the
proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening in order to achieve a
detection probability of 0.95 as well as the corresponding cost per cargo container.
Figure 1 shows QSS [0.95] as β varies from 1 to 100 for PA|T = 0.7 (the base case) and
PA|T = 0.1 in order to illustrate the effect of having inaccurate sensors, since it has been
reported that RPMs do not consistently identify nuclear material (Levi 2007, Cochran
and McKinzie 2008). Figure 1 suggests that having accurate sensors is more important
for keeping secondary screening costs to a minimum than highly accurate prescreening
17

Table 2: Base case costs and minimum proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening for a detection probability of 0.95
n
1

2

3

4

5

β
1
10
100
1
10
100
1
10
100
1
10
100
1
10
100

QSS [0.95]
0.842
0.770
0.097
0.499
0.273
0.095
0.126
0.119
0.028
0.090
0.048
0.014
0.019
0.018
0.003

Cost per Container ($)
42.08
38.52
4.83
24.93
13.65
4.73
6.31
5.94
1.38
4.52
2.38
0.68
0.97
0.90
0.15

intelligence or having many sensors. A single sensor with PA|T = 0.7 using random
prescreening (i.e., β = 1) has lower secondary screening costs compared to three sets of
scenarios with PA|T = 0.1 (n = 1 and β ≤ 41, n = 3 and β ≤ 35, n = 5 and β ≤ 29),
which suggests that sensor inaccuracies can be offset by highly accurate prescreening
intelligence.
To better understand secondary screening costs, sensitivity analysis was performed
for PA|T and PA|N T . Figure 2 shows QSS [0.95] as a function of the probability of a single
sensor true alarm. Figure 2(a) illustrates the case with n = 1, Figure 2(b) illustrates
the case with n = 3, and Figure 2(c) illustrates the case with n = 5. As the probability
of a single sensor true alarm approaches 1.0, the proportion of containers that require
secondary screening to maintain a detection probability of 0.95 decreases drastically,
which suggests that highly effective sensors can counteract less accurate prescreening
intelligence. However, for more moderate values of PA|T , prescreening intelligence is
necessary to reduce secondary screening costs, particularly when there is a single sensor.
Figure 3 shows the system alarm threshold as a function of PA|T for the case with
n = 5 sensors, with Figure 3(a) showing the sensor alarms for the β = 10 case and
Figure 3(b) showing the sensor alarms for the β = 100 case. In Figure 3, if the number
of observed alarms is greater than the system alarm threshold, then the cargo container
is selected for secondary screening. If the number of observed alarms is less than or
equal to than the system alarm threshold, then the cargo container is cleared. Note
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Figure 1: Minimum proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening for a detection
probability of 0.95 as a function of β
that in all instances, high-risk containers require fewer sensor alarms to be selected for
secondary screening, and as prescreening intelligence improves, the difference between
low-risk and high-risk containers is accentuated. As the probability of a single sensor
true alarm increases, the screening process more accurately identifies threat containers, and hence, containers with fewer sensor alarms are less likely to be selected for
secondary screening. The system alarm threshold is identical between high-risk and
low-risk containers across all random prescreening scenarios with β = 1, meaning that
there is no practical screening differences for randomly classified high-risk and low-risk
cargo containers.
Note that in several cases, there is no difference in QSS [0.95] between the β = 1 and
β = 10 case (such as n = 3 and PA|T = 0.63 in Figure 2(b), n = 5 and PA|T = 0.45
in Figure 2(c)), which indicates that efforts made to moderately improve prescreening
intelligence over random may not have any impact on security. This observation is
counter-intuitive. In the aviation security domain, the opposite conclusion has been
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Figure 2: Proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening for a detection probability
of 0.95 as a function of the probability of a single sensor true alarm
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Figure 3: System alarms as a function of the probability of a single sensor true alarm for n = 5
scenarios
drawn, namely that moderate increases in prescreening intelligence have large effects on
security (McLay et al. 2008). In CRKP, this occurs when CRKP defines an identical
system alarm threshold for both high-risk and low-risk cargo containers (see Figure
3(a)), which suggests that how sensors operate should also be considered when designing
screening systems.
Figure 4 shows QSS [0.95] as a function of PA|N T . As the probability of a single sensor
false alarm increases, so does the proportion of containers that are selected for secondary
screening. When β = 1, and n = 5, QSS [0.95] is lower than the corresponding scenarios
with β = 10 and n = 1, 3, 5 for all values of PA|N T , β = 100 and n = 1 for all values of
PA|N T , and β = 100 and n = 3 for PA|N T ≤ 0.06. This suggests that multiple, independent screening technologies can counteract poor prescreening intelligence. Improving
β from 10 to 100 significantly reduces the proportion of containers that are selected
for secondary screening, which suggests that highly effective prescreening counteracts
sensors with high false alarm rates. Note that the proportion of containers requiring
secondary screening when PA|N T = 0.1 and n = 3, 5 is smaller than the proportion of
containers requiring secondary screening when PA|N T = 0.01 and n = 1 for corresponding values of β = 1, 10, which suggests that using multiple sensors with high false alarm
rates may be more effective than using a single sensor with a low false alarm rate.
Figure 5 shows the system alarm threshold defined for the case with n = 5 sensors,
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Figure 4: Proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening for a detection probability
of 0.95 as a function of the probability of a single sensor false alarm
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Figure 5: System alarms as a function of the probability of a single sensor false alarm for n = 5
scenarios
with Figure 5(a) showing the system alarm threshold for the β = 10 case and Figure
5(b) showing the sensor alarm threshold for the β = 100 case. Note that in all instances,
high-risk containers require fewer sensor alarms to be selected for secondary screening,
and as prescreening accuracy improves, the difference between low-risk and high-risk
containers is accentuated, largely by raising the system alarm threshold for low-risk
containers.

6.2

Case 2: Dependent Sensors

In practice, there is likely to be a high level of dependence between sensors for detecting
nuclear material (Fetter et al. 1990, Levi 2007). With highly dependent sensors, a
sensor is extremely likely to yield an alarm (clear) response if other sensors yield alarm
(clear) responses. In order to determine system performance when there are multiple,
dependent sensors, the following criteria are used to specify the number of alarms.
All sensors are assumed to work identically but not independently. The probability of
observing an alarm at the second and subsequent sensors is assumed to be conditional on
the response of the first sensor for threat and non-threat containers. Given the response
of the first sensor, the remaining n−1 sensors are assumed to operate independently and
identically, given the level of dependence. Let D define the level of dependence between
the first sensor and the remaining n − 1 sensors, 0 ≤ D ≤ 1. Define Aj (N Aj) as the
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event that the jth sensor yields an alarm (clear) response. The true alarm and false
alarm probabilities for the first sensor (j = 1) are PA|T and PA|N T , respectively. If the
first sensor yields an alarm response, then the true alarm and false alarm probabilities
for the remaining n − 1 sensors are defined as
PAj|A1∩T
PAj|A1∩N T

= PA|T + D(1 − PA|T ), j = 2, 3, ..., n,
= PA|N T + D(1 − PA|N T ), j = 2, 3, ..., n,

respectively. In other words, given an alarm by the first sensor for a threat (non-threat)
container, the probability that subsequent sensors yield an alarm response is linearly
scaled between PA|T (PA|N T ) and one by D. If the first sensor yields a clear response,
then the true alarm and false alarm probabilities for the remaining n − 1 sensors are
defined as
PAj|N A1∩T
PAj|N A1∩N T

= (1 − D)PA|T , j = 2, 3, ..., n,
= (1 − D)PA|N T , j = 2, 3, ..., n,

respectively. In other words, given a clear response by the first sensor for a threat
(non-threat) container, the probability that subsequent sensors yield an alarm response
is linearly scaled between zero and PA|T (PA|N T ) by D.
Figure 6 shows the proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening
to achieve a detection probability of 0.95 with n = 5 sensors. Note that when D = 0,
the proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening is identical to the
case when sensors operate identically and independently. When D = 1, the n = 5
sensors yield identical outcomes, and hence, the proportion of cargo containers selected
for secondary screening is identical to the case with one sensor. Therefore, when there is
a high level of dependence between sensors, using additional sensors for screening cargo
containers offers few benefits as compared to using a single sensor. Figure 6 suggests
that the problems with highly dependent sensors can be mitigated in part when β is
large. Note that when D = 0.48 and D ≤ 0.12, there is no practical difference between
the β = 1, 10 scenarios. This suggests that low and moderate levels of β may not be
adequate to improve the detection probability.
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Figure 6: Minimum proportion of cargo containers selected for secondary screening for a detection
probability of 0.95 as a function of the level of dependence D for n = 5

7

Conclusions

This paper introduces CRKP, a linear progrmaming model for screening cargo containers for nuclear material at security stations using knapsack problem, reliability, and
Bayesian probability models. The approach designs and analyzes security system architectures, and it provides a risk-based framework for determining how to define a system
alarm when screening cargo containers given limited screening resources. Analysis of
the models suggests that accurate prescreening intelligence is the most important factor for effective screening, particularly when sensors are highly dependent, and that
sensors with high true alarm rates can mitigate some of the risk associated with low
prescreening intelligence and sensor dependencies.
Although the framework introduced in this paper is idealized, it addresses important
screening issues faced at cargo container security stations in ports. For example, it
has been reported that cargo containers at a port security station are screened by an
RPM, and those that yield an alarm response are screened by a second RPM. Cargo
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containers that yield a second RPM alarm response are selected for secondary screening
(Lava 2008). In this context, cargo containers are screened by n = 2 sensors, with the
system alarm threshold defined as two sensor alarms. CRKP can be used as a general
framework to determine how to design next-generation security screening system as well
as define a system alarm for any type of problem that relies on a series of screening
devices or methods, risk assessments, and a limited secondary screening budget.
There are several possible extensions to CRKP. One extension is to consider CRKP as
one component in a larger access security system, with secondary screening as additional
components in the system (Kobza and Jacobson 1997, Christer 1994), and to investigate
the dependencies between the components.
A second extension to CRKP is to consider a second level of classification for each of
the containers. CRKP assumes that each container is classified as high-risk or low-risk,
which quantifies the likelihood of the container containing nuclear material. However,
the vast majority of system alarms encountered by our nation’s ports are due to naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) alarms, not nuclear materials (Huizenga
2005, The Royal Society 2008). Prescreening can be used to identify which containers
have high levels of naturally occurring radiation, and hence, each cargo container can
be classified as NORM or non-NORM as well as high-risk or low-risk. Analyzing how
the two levels of classification as well as their interaction may shed light on the tradeoffs
between prescreening intelligence and the physical contents and characteristics of the
containers.
A third extension to CRKP is to differentiate the type of threat, affecting the probability of a true alarm at a given sensor. The probability that a threat container yields
an alarm response at a sensor depends on the type of the source, the size of the source,
the amount of shielding, and the location of the nuclear material within the container
(Fetter et al. 1990, Levi 2007). This can be addressed by identifying a spectrum of
threat scenarios as well as the likelihood of each scenario occurring. Work is in progress
to address all of these extensions.
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